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Ignoring the dead can get you killed...Ignoring the dead can get you killed...

All Charlie Payne wants is to lead a normal life and to be a good mom. But Charlie’s not exactly normal. She's from a

long line of witches and she can see the dead.

Susan Tate has inherited a beautiful old southern mansion on the coast. Unfortunately, the property came with a

million necessary repairs. And ghosts.

When Charlie meets Susan, the woman is desperate for help. Taking on a spirit who doesn’t want to see the light can

be dangerous but ignoring it? Ignoring the dead can get you killed.

Haunting Charlie is the first in a spine-tingling new Supernatural Suspense that will have you clinging to the edge of

your seat. If you like Darcy Coates, Shani Struthers or JL Bryan, then you will love the Witches of Palmetto Point

Series by Wendy Wang!

Download your copy now and get comfy because once you start reading you won’t be able to put it down.Download your copy now and get comfy because once you start reading you won’t be able to put it down.
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Author Interview:Author Interview:

Why such a fascination with the dead and ghost stories?Why such a fascination with the dead and ghost stories?

I grew up listening to ghost stories from my family. My granny’s property was next door to an old churchyard and

you could see the headstones through the trees separating the two properties. She’d tell us about haints (spirits) that

would wander over and mess with the knick-knacks she had. She also used to tell a story about my how my

grandfather’s ghost would lay down on the bed next to her sometimes. Said the old iron bed would squeak. I still get

chills when I think about it.

You started out writing fantasy, why the switch to suspense?You started out writing fantasy, why the switch to suspense? Funny you mention that. I actually started out writing

scary stories. I wasn’t sure people would want to read them, so I wrote my second love, fantasy. About a year ago a

friend of mine asked me whatever happened to those ghost stories you used to write. She told me I should start

publishing them too, and so here we are.

Why stories featuring a psychic who can see the dead? Why stories featuring a psychic who can see the dead? Well, like most of my characters, she just popped into my head

one day and wouldn’t shut up. I thought it would be interesting to write about her life and about the South Carolina

coast. I lived there for fourteen years and know the landscape really well. I also have family that’s a lot like hers – all

up in your business but that loves you fiercely.

Who would enjoy this novel? Who would enjoy this novel? Anyone who loves a good scare, a little humor and a crazy southern family full of

witches.

Read Haunting Charlie for FREE FREE with your Kindle UnlimitedKindle Unlimited subscription. 
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